Cepsa becomes first supplier of RMK500 marine fuel
in the Port of Barcelona
•

The Company strengthens its fuel supply operations for ships in
the Mediterranean

•

Cepsa is the only supplier in Barcelona of this type of fuel for
large tonnage vessels

Cepsa has started marketing RMK500 fuel in the Port of Barcelona to meet customer demand
for this product. The Company is extending the supply of this fuel in the Mediterranean Sea
after its marketing launch in other ports around the country, such as Algeciras or Gibraltar,
where Cepsa is also the only supplier of this marine fuel. The Company is also incorporating
a new barge in the Port of Barcelona with the aim of improving fuel supply.

Marine fuel RMK500
RMK500 marine fuel, produced by Cepsa at its refinery in Gibraltar-San Roque, is similar to
FO380, with 3.5% sulfur. However, it has specific properties, such as its greater density and
viscosity and lower cost, making it a highly sought-after product with little market supply.
For this reason, Cepsa is now starting supply operations in the Port of Barcelona, with the
aim of supplying ship owners with large ships, especially container ships, making long sea
crossings.

Cepsa Leadership in the Mediterranean
The new Cepsa bunker operations in the Port of Barcelona strengthens the company's
leadership in supplying this type of fuel in the Mediterranean, as it is the first and only
supplier of this product in the ports of Algeciras, where more than one million tons were
delivered in 2016; and in that of Gibraltar, where Cepsa made it available to its customers in
June 2017.
Moreover, Cepsa, which offers all types of fuels for ships in Barcelona - LSFO380, HSFO380,
MGO and intermediate IFOS - is currently operating in the Port of Barcelona with the
SPABUNKER 41 supply vessel, with a capacity of 2,600 metric tons of fuel supply and 850
metric tons of gasoil; and now the SPABUNKER 21, which, with 3,600 metric tons of fuel
capacity and 850 metric tons of gasoil, doubles its marine fuel supply capacity.
In total, Cepsa has carried out over 1,100 operations in the Port of Barcelona during 2017,
amounting to more than 208,000 metric tons in supplied products, mainly to cruise ships,
ferries, container ships and tankers.

Cepsa is an energy group fully owned by the Mubadala Investment Company that employs close to 10,000
people and operates at every stage of the hydrocarbon value chain: exploration and production of oil and
gas, refining, distribution and marketing of crude oil and natural gas derivatives, biofuels, co-generation and
electricity sales.
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Cepsa has developed an important chemicals division that is closely integrated with the refining business,
and that produces and markets the raw materials for high value-added products, principally used to make
next generation plastics and biodegradable detergents. Cepsa has a leading position in Spain and, through
the progressive international expansion of its business, also operates in several continents and markets its
products across the world.
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